1. Friday night, it's party time.
(Verse 2 see block lyric)
feeling ready looking fine, vinnie diego rumbeando.

With the magic in his eyes, checking every girl in sight,
grooving like he does the mambo. And he's the

man all in the disco, playing sexy, feeling hotter. He's the
King bailando et ritmo raga-tanga. And the D.J. that he knows well, on the spot, always around twelve, plays the mix that Diego mezcla con la salsa, y la baila, and he dances, y la canta.

A se re je ja de
Verse 2:
Many think it's brujeria
How he comes and disappears
Every move will hypnotise you
Some will call it chuleria
Others say that it's the real
Rastafari afrogitano.

And he's the man ali en la disco
Playing sexy feeling hotter
He's the King bailando et ritmo ragatanga
And the D.J. that he knows well
On the spot always around twelve
Plays the mix that diego mezcla con la salsa
Y la baila and he danzas y la canta.

Aserejè ja de jè de jebe etc.